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Abstract—Organizations invest intense resources in their
product development processes. This paper aims to create a
knowledge environment using trade-off curves during the early
stages of the set-based concurrent engineering (SBCE) process of
an aircraft jet engine for a reduced noise level at takeoff. Data is
collected from a range of products in the same family as the jet
engine. Knowledge-based trade-off curves are used as a
methodology to create and visualize knowledge from the collected
data. Findings showed that this method provides designers with
enough confidence to identify a set of design solutions during the
SBCE applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Due to rapid technological changes, organizations are
under pressure to be agile enough in order to respond to the
fast-changing demand [8]. This agility can be gained by
improving its product development activities. However,
designers face several challenges, especially during the early
stages of developing a new product [1]. These challenges
could be addressed by the lean product development (LeanPD)
approach [22]. During the LeanPD process, it is essential to
have the right knowledge environment in order to achieve a
robust optimal design [27]. Trade-off curves (ToCs) provide
this environment by creating and visualizing the knowledge
that is based on the physical insights of the product as well as
experienced data (e.g., outcomes of R&D, data from
successful or failed projects) [13].
There are several challenges that the manufacturing
industry faces during their product development processes
[26]. Some of these challenges are reworking, late design
changes, communication challenges between departments,
and, most importantly, lack of knowledge [15]. Having the
right knowledge environment supports designers or product
developers to increase the project success rate, to reduce
rework during product development, and to reduce
manufacturing costs that are caused by inaccurate design
solutions [4]. In order to create such a knowledge

environment, trade-off curves are effective LeanPD tools to be
used throughout the product development processes [3].
Trade-off curves are primarily used by Wright Brothers,
who succeeded in operating an aircraft for the first time [13].
Air transportation has gained significant popularity, and the
form of aircraft considerably improved since then. The
efficiency of aircraft production has increased due to
technology changes. But most importantly, because of the
knowledge-gained throughout all these years [9]. On account
of the developments, recently, many international and even
domestic flights are preferred as an alternative means of
transportation compared to road transport [10]. However, this
new habit causes challenges from environmental aspects such
as high noise levels [2]. Environmental concerns and statutory
regulations push airlines to operate low noise aircraft at
takeoff, especially during the night flights [16]. The jet engine
is known as the major source of an aircraft noise [17].
Although there are studies on reducing the jet engine noise,
there is limited progress achieved so far [18].
This paper aims to create an initial knowledge
environment for designers by using trade-off curves in order
to identify a set of possible design solutions from the previous
projects of an aircraft jet engine [19]. Having such a designset provides designers with sufficient knowledge during the
SBCE applications of achieving a final optimized solution,
which is expected to have the lowest noise level available in
the market [2].
This paper consists of different research steps. First, the
authors reviewed the literature to identify the role of trade-off
curves within SBCE processes and to identify the possible
causes of the high noise levels in an aircraft engine,
specifically civil aircraft. The literature review findings are
presented in Section 2. After the literature review, the authors
conducted a case study of a family of civil aircraft jet engines
as presented in Section 3. Publicly available data was
collected and reflected on the form of trade-off curves by
using the process of generating trade-off curves [3]. Finally,
analysis of the trade-off curves supported authors in
developing a set of possible design solutions to be used in the
SBCE process. Further stages of the SBCE applications are
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not the scope of this paper. Following the case study,
discussion, and future work are presented in Section 4, and the
research is concluded in Section 5.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Trade-off Curves within SBCE Concept
Open, global markets have been a key driver of growth
and profit for manufacturing companies over the last 75 years.
This trend can be expected to continue despite recent political
developments in some countries. However, with access to
international means of production and markets also comes
international competition [4]. Combined with the increasing
digitalization that lowers entry barriers, this has created
pressure on companies to provide high-quality products and
services in an environment of often rapidly changing demand.
This need for flexibility and short time-to-market timeframes
makes an efficient product development (PD) process a key
success factor [29]. Demand cycles, especially in consumer
markets, are now often characterized by extremely short
durations while, at the same time, carrying huge revenue
potentials. Sustaining market share (or even improving) it
depends on the timely development of products that service
this short-lived demand, and companies with such capabilities
have a distinctive, differentiating competitive advantage.
Efficient PD capabilities rely on several management systems,
tools, and techniques that allow companies to leverage
organizational knowledge and continuously improve processes
[21]. For companies, the efficient development of new
products, as well as access to organizational knowledge, have
become important assets [30].
In more recent times, Toyota has used trade-off curves as a
knowledge visualization tool in order to facilitate their SBCE
application [25]. There, trade-off curves are part of "jidoka,"
which refers to a visual management technique that Toyota
integrated into their PD process from lean manufacturing [20].
Now, they visually display subsystem knowledge in a graph so
that engineers can explore the design space [31] and evaluate
design alternatives [14]. Moreover, in a lean product
development context, trade-off curves avoid the reinvention of
previously considered design solutions during prototyping
[32]. Hence, engineers save time that they can spend on new
and innovative solutions [11].
Previous research exhaustively demonstrated how tradeoff curves could be generated and utilized throughout the
stages of set-based concurrent engineering [4]. This paper
aims to show an application of trade-off curves in the early
stage of the design of a complex product, which is a turbofan
jet engine [1].
B. Civil Aircraft Noise Challenge
Aircraft noise is a significant issue, and it has a direct
effect on human hearing [6]. It is a well-established fact that it
can cause hearing problems in humans [7]. Unwanted noise
can create problems that can distract communication, reduce
the quality of communication, and increases stress. Aircraft
noise compatibility has been a serious issue that reduced the
growth of commercial aviation [12]. Already several European
airports have reached their maximum environmental load
capacity before starting the use of runway and other

infrastructure. One of the important challenges faced by
environmental management authorities and the advisory
council for Aeronautics research is to reduce the current noise
of aircraft by 50% (-10db/operation). Different solutions have
been tested to control the overall noise at airports. However,
the noise in the surroundings of the airports has been trouble
and remains high at takeoff and landing time [7].
C. Work Principles of a Turbofan Jet Engine
A review of the related literature showed that certain
parameters influence the reduction of takeoff noise.
Additionally, understanding the physical/technical details
about a jet engine facilitated identifying parameters to focus
on [28]. A jet engine is a key component of most modern
aircraft, as it provides, by jet propulsion, required to reach
speeds that enable heavier-than-air flight. The jet engine's
most common form is the turbofan engine [23]. A propulsive
force is generated by accelerating the entering gas (air)
between the entrance and the exit of the engine [24]. The
“General Thrust Equation” defines thrust as the difference
between the product of mass flow at the exit (𝑚𝑒) and the gas
speed differential between exit and entry (𝑉𝑒−𝑉0), and the
product of mass flow at the entrance (𝑚0) and the gas speed
differential (𝑉𝑒−𝑉0). By definition, all air entering the engine
must also leave it, from which follows that 𝑚𝑒=𝑚0 at all times.
General Thrust Equation:
𝐹𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡= 𝑚e(𝑉𝑒−𝑉0)− 𝑚0(𝑉𝑒−𝑉0)

(1)

The essence of the General Thrust Equation is that
additional thrust can be generated in two ways:
1) Increasing the mass flow rate 𝑚𝑒=𝑚0
2) Increasing the speed differential of the gas (𝑉𝑒−𝑉0)
III. CASE STUDY: JET ENGINE NOISE REDUCTION
A. Customer and Design Requirements
The knowledge is gained through the literature review and
technical aspect of the product, as mentioned above. Based on
this knowledge, the authors defined essential requirements as
decision criteria:
1) Low noise: The takeoff noise level of the new product
should be lower than the noise levels of existing products.
2) Reliability: The new product should operate 24/7
without significant downtime.
3) Durability: The new product should be durable enough
to be able to operate on an aircraft capable of carrying 150
passengers. As all aircraft must be able to fly with only half
their engines operating, each engine on a twin-engine aircraft
must be capable of carrying all passengers.
4) Cost: Fuel consumption should not be higher than the
consumption of existing turbofan jet engine solutions.
In order to visualize the requirements by using trade-off
curves, the authors also identified the parameters related to the
requirements as follows: Take-off noise, maximum takeoff
mass (MOTM), bypass ratio, and thrust. Table I displays the
parameters and their conflicting relationships based on
experts' opinions.
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B. Key Design Parameters
Data for the identified parameters were collected from
publicly available sources. Fifty-five different types of jet
engines are demonstrated in the trade-off curves in this
section. It is worth to mention that the collected data set is real
and experienced from successfully finished projects rather
than computer-generated data.
Trade-off curves were generated by using Minitab as
analysis software. Data analysis has been performed in order
to see the correlations between the different parameters, as
indicated in Table I.

Fig. 1. Correlations between Takeoff Noise and Thrust.

C. Takeoff Noise vs. Thrust, Bypass Ratio, MTOM
The metric for takeoff noise level is EPNdB, which means
effective perceived noise in decibel, and the metric for thrust
is defined as newton (N). Fig. 1 shows a positive correlation
between the noise and thrust, which means that higher thrust
causes higher takeoff noise. However, there is one design
solution found with a high thrust (284,500 N) but relatively
low noise (90.1 EPNdb) compared to other design solutions.
Simply, bypass ratio is the mass flow of air going into the
engine core and burnt divided by the mass flow of air going
around the engine core and exiting the engine as it is [5]. For
example, a bypass ratio of 10:1 means that 11 units of air are
drawn into the engine, ten units go around (bypass) the engine
core and exit, but 1 unit goes through the engine core and
burn. A high bypass ratio is a desirable factor in this case as it
is believed that high bypass ratio results with a low noise
engine. However, when we analyzed the data for bypass ratio
and takeoff noise in Fig. 2, it was found that there is no
significant relationship between these two parameters. A
design solution has been defined with a high bypass ratio but
relatively low takeoff noise.
TABLE I.

CONFLICTING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE DESIGN
PARAMETERS OF A LOW N OISE JET ENGINE

Parameters and
Relationships

Conflicts between the design parameters

Thrust vs. Takeoff
Noise Level

Engine noise was defined as 100% of the
aircraft takeoff noise. As aircraft take off
with full power, thrust and fuel consumption
are at a maximum. It was surmised that the
noise level is related to the amount of thrust
generated.

2

Bypass Ratio vs.
Takeoff Noise Level

In order to achieve high thrust but low noise,
the bypass ratio of the engine can be
increased. In order to increase the bypass
ratio, the fan diameter should be increased so
that the air intake increases. However, a
larger fan results in the engine being heavier,
and this leads to a higher bypass ratio with a
higher thrust but heavier aircraft.
Consequently, the possibility of reducing
aircraft engine noise becomes challenging.

3

Maximum Takeoff
Mass (MTOM) vs.
Takeoff Noise Level

As mentioned above, in general, larger and
heavier aircraft produce more noise than
lighter aircraft. By increasing the bypass ratio
by increasing the fan diameter, the engine
weight will also increase, which will increase
the MTOM.

No.

1

Fig. 2. Correlations between Takeoff Noise and Bypass Ratio.

Three-dimensional trade-off curve has been generated in
order to understand if all these three parameters are related to
each other; and, consequently, whether they are giving the
same feasible design solution. As shown in Fig. 3, it was
found that one engine has the potential to be considered within
the design set in the early stage of product development.
Further discussions are provided in the following section.
The authors carried some more investigations to
understand the relationships between takeoff noise, thrust, and
maximum takeoff mass (MTOM). MTOM is the weight of the
aircraft in kg with an assumption that it operates full capacity
(passengers and fuel). Fig. 4 shows that there is a strong
positive relationship between thrust and maximum takeoff
mass, which eventually means heavier aircraft requires more
thrust than light aircraft. The effect of MTOM on takeoff
noise has been investigated and displayed in Fig. 5 as a threedimensional trade-off curve. It appears that MTOM does not
have a significant impact on the noise; however, it may
facilitate noise reduction indirectly. The next section provides
more details about the findings and discussions.

Fig. 3. Correlations between Takeoff Noise, Thrust and Bypass Ratio.
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While it was understood from the ToCs that Design X
could not be used as a whole system concept, the fan design
might be an inspiring idea for a new design solution.
On the other hand, the authors focused on the data that
shows the lightest engine with low noise in Fig. 5 (Design Y).
A characteristic feature of Design Y is that it has a
lightweight, hollow titanium wide chord fan for low noise and
high efficiency. If the same material used in Design Y can also
be used in a new design, this might decrease the engine weight
of the new product design. Design Y engines power the
Airbus A340 aircraft. This aircraft is configured with four
engines. Four engines will be noisier than two engines.
Besides, the total weight of an aircraft with four engines
would be higher than an aircraft with two engines. Heavier
aircraft also emit more noise. Therefore, Design Y could be
reused if the fan diameter is increased (which reduces engine
noise), and the number of engines is reduced from four to two.
Furthermore, the passenger capacity of Design Y is more than
300 passengers, which is more than the customer requirement
for passenger capacity in this study (150 passengers). Hence,
it can be investigated if noise decreases when the Design Y
engine is simulated for 150 passenger capacity.

Fig. 4. Correlations between Thrust and MTOM.

Fig. 5. Correlations between Takeoff Noise, Thrust, and MTOM.

D. A Set of Possible Design Solutions
After analysis of trade-off curves and as illustrated in
Fig. 3 and 5, two design solutions (Design X and Design Y)
are selected in order to evaluate whether they are eligible to be
considered within the design set. Selected design solutions
were investigated, and the data of these designs were
analyzed. It was determined that some designs might be used
to create new, potentially feasible designs by combining
several characteristics from several existing designs. In order
to be a potentially feasible solution, existing designs might
need to undergo one of the following actions: (1) Minor
modifications, (2) Major modifications, and (3) Complete redesign.
IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
After the authors focused on the data that shows the lowest
takeoff noise level, which is 90.6 EPNdB for Design X. Then,
noise-related vital features and characteristics of Design X
have been investigated. Characteristic features of Design X
are:
 Ultra-efficient, swept fan blades enable the quieter
operation and optimal engine core protection.
 Full takeoff power is 3 dB quieter than the previous
generation engine.

Two design solutions, Design X and Design Y, can be
considered as the basis of future designs. As explained above,
a combination of their characteristics may lead to the
emergence of a viable solution that meets customer
requirements. Converting these designs to a useful solution
requires the use of the SBCE process model, which is not the
scope of this paper but can be considered as future work.
Several variables have an impact on the noise level of a jet
engine. Due to the available data and sources, only four
variables were investigated in this research. Fan diameter
might be another key design parameter to be investigated in
the future.
V. CONCLUSION
Previous projects – successful or failed – are vital elements
of the intellectual capital of an organization. It is inevitable
that the right knowledge environment, based on real data,
supports designers' decision-making throughout their product
development activities. Utilizing trade-off curves creates such
a knowledge environment. This paper demonstrated an
application of trade-off curves, how to create an initial right
knowledge environment at the very early stages of the product
development of an aircraft jet engine. Without any prototyping
or investing great resources, two feasible design solutions out
of 55 were suggested for further investigation. The existing
design solutions Design X and Design Y can be considered
hypothetically to be reused, after modifications, in order to
develop a design-set for the set-based concurrent engineering
application of a low noise turbofan jet engine.
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